
Issue ID Priority Summary

DS482 Medium

Import Tool should ignore extra columns and make KC Category column 

optional.

DS553 Medium Undo/redo not aligned correctly in Overview table.

DS673 Medium 'Predicted Error Rate' points sometimes not connected in Performance Profiler

DS677 Medium LC subtab switches to LFA when selecting/deselecting samples

DS680 Medium Exporting and Importing some datasets causes a loss of data on CL datasets.

DS689 Medium

TMC marks some context messages as ERROR but then successfully loads them 

later.

DS695 Medium Line-break issues in "Additional Notes" field on Dataset Info

DS697 Medium Error when saving "Additional Notes" field

DS702 Medium FF2: Sample names in nav pane overlap

DS703 Medium Big graph image doesn't update on LC page when KC model changes

DS706 Medium No tx export preview table displayed after creating a new sample

DS709 Medium Opportunity on large LC graph is missing on thumbnail image

DS715 Medium Sample name doesn't refresh on report after creating/deleting sample

DS718 Medium Student-Problem table has weird character if no Avg Correct

DS721 Medium Export functionality broken after a By Student-Step export

DS726 Medium Import fails for files with auto-generated KC models

DS727 Medium Transaction export table missing a column for imported dataset

DS728 Medium Assistance Time number of dropped opportunities not shown

DS730 Medium FF3, IE7: "Please log in" message shown even after logging in

DS731 Medium NPE in Perf Profiler on XL dataset on production

DS736 Medium Error aggregating modified sample

DS737 Medium Adding a new sample of name greater than 255 char leads to error

DS738 Medium

Performance Profiler: if number of digits entered for Show Top/Show 

Bottom/No. of Students/KCs etc is greater than 10, there is an error

DS740 Medium IE6: Number of KC per model disappear when mouse over KC model name

DS741 Medium Unowned models on KC Model page have 'click to rename' tooltip

DS742 Medium By-Transaction Export: progress bar doesn't update

DS744 Medium LFA retries forever on skill model if error occurs but nothing has changed.

DS745 Medium Old cached export file is exported

DS746 Medium Student-Problem Rollup - KC shown for problem not associated with problem

DS747 Medium IE7: Progress bar display problem

DS751 Medium Old export cache file not deleted if sample is renamed

DS754 Medium New shared sample available before it's finished being created

DS757 Medium Number of students not updated when log loaded for new student

DS760 Medium Cached Export files not regenerated after KCM deleted

DS761 Medium Safari: Uploading files with some extensions fails
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DS762 Medium Papers & Files: uploading file with no extension fails

DS168 Low

In Safari, using the arrow keys in the text box causes the cursor to jump two 

items instead of just one.

DS170 Low

Learning Curve: Colors are bouncing around when selecting and deselecting 

multiple samples.

DS313 Low Going back to home page always shows My Datasets

DS359 Low Exception on Export page if level hierarchy is reversed for some problems

DS426 Low Clicking scroll bar closes sample filter popup (IE and Safari)

DS433 Low Order of columns in Sample Selector's preview table illogical.

DS464 Low

Difficult to see information in dropdowns on Dataset Info page when the length 

is greater than expected.

DS468 Low

On the Dataset Info page, the tooltip on Problem Breakdown table vertical 

controls doesn't always change on mouseover.

DS472 Low Chinese characters do not display for the titles of learning curves.

DS476 Low

In the Performance Profiler, the tooltips do funky stuff in the Problem 

navigation box.

DS495 Low In IE6, comboboxes on the Sample Selector dialog poke through the help 


